
FOCUSSMARTS Attention Deficit Trait (ADT) 

Self-Screening Tool

Inspiration:  Dr. Ed Hallowell

INSTRUCTIONS:  Mark the items below that you experience some to all of the time.

SCORING: 1 – 4          Impact is visible. Get a proactive handle on this.   
5 – 9         ADT virus has infiltrated your life. Take action now to stop the           

spread and regain some balance where it has been lost.
10 – 13     ADT significantly impacts your life.  Relationship and health issues 

have likely emerged. Change is overdue. Prioritize which to make                
first and find supporters. Look for necessary environmental and           
system changes as well as individual habit changes since your life 
has likely adapted around ADT.
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How many checkboxes did you mark?

❑ Heightened distractibility

❑ Persistent feeling of being in a hurry, even when you don’t 
need to be

❑ Infrequent deep thought or feeling

❑ Struggle to sustain full attention to a thought

❑ Easily become bored, restless, irritable

❑ Feel overwhelmed, whether or not you are

❑ Hopping from task to task, idea to idea

❑ Hard to fully enjoy pleasant moments

❑ Feel out of control

❑ Compulsive, growing need for electronic “hits”

❑ Overcommit, allow too many interruptions

❑ Faking your full attention

❑ Attempt to multitask all the time
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FOCUSSMARTS Diagnostic Tool

1. I struggle to precisely define my task, and what the 
results should be.

2. My attention is drawn in to co-worker conversations near 
my workspace.

3. I become anxious when I am not involved with activity in 
the work areas near me.

4. I am aware of my thoughts wandering from the task at-
hand to other matters.

5. I am aware of negative self-talk  while I  am struggling to 
maintain attention on the task at-hand.

6. I  feel physically restless and need to move and change 
position often.

7. The quality of my thinking or creativity falls off after 
focusing for a short period of time.

8. I need to maintain connection  with others and the 
appearance of approachability at all times.

9. My primary work area is cluttered, dark, too hot or cold, 
or otherwise uncomfortable.

10. It’s stressful to have a lot on my mind; I worry that I may 
forget something.

11. I notice the noise of the ventilation system,  ticking clock, 
or motors running at work.

12. I find myself hesitating when I need to dive into a task.

INSTRUCTIONS:  Enter the number (1 – 5) to the right of each statement to indicate the degree 
to which you agree. 1= never, 2= rarely, 3= sometimes, 4=often, 5= always

TOTALS:
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SCORING:

The highest number is the aspect of 
FOCUS you struggle most with.
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